The aim and essence of this study is research of planing motion of an axisymmetrical cylindrical body along the cavity surface formed behind an axisymmetrical cavitator at some angle of attack, with the focus made on the study and analysis of the processes of interaction between the planing and cavity surfaces, including the development of robust methods for determining the forces and the cavity shape in the zone of this interaction and behind the planing surface
Introduction
Pioneering studies on the planing of a body within a cavity appeared in the 1950s in the known works of Kiceniuk and Greengard [1] , Waid [2] , and others. Later, these problems were studied in the well-known book [3] and in more modern publications [4] as well as many others. The base of the planning theory is the strip model assumption and impact added-mass theory. The main theoretical results of the planing theory have been developed by Paryshev [5] , following the approach of Wagner [6] , for the problem of a cylinder penetration into a cylindrical free surface. In case of a weak effect of planing motion on the cavity shape, this approach ensures a quite realistic estimation of the planning lift forces.. However, a number of experiments indicates a possibility of considerable interaction between the cavity and planing surface, which may significantly affect the planing forces and cavity shape. The objectives of this study are: (i) Study of cavitating flow in the zone of cavity-planing surface interaction and behind it, (ii) Estimation of the intensity of the interaction of planing and cavity formation processes.
Technique of experimental studies
Experimental studies were conducted in an open experimental basin at shallow depth H 150mm was used. Experimental studies , in particular, suggest that at even at shallow depths of motion the cavity shape and distortion of its axis is no longer dependent of the free boundary and is corresponding to its behavior in the infinite liquid [7] . This fact allows one to simulate the planning processes, which correspond to infinite streamlined flow, by experimental testing at shallow depth. The planing cylinder position was designed to be in the middle part of a cavity (midsection), where the cavity surface is nearly horizontal. In addition, the drag and lift of the conic cavitator are adjusted in such way that they practically eliminate the gravity effect on the cavity axial distortion in zone of planning cylinder.   ). However estimations found out here possibility of substantial influence of gas stream in a cavity on the pressure values in a cavity and accordingly on the number of cavitation especially along the front area of cavity. One of specific features of a flow of this kind is a practical essential independence of pressure in a cavity from gas injection intensity with a quite wide range of the latter variation. Cavity deformations in the vertical plane were investigated first. Then, a mirror at an angle of 45 о to the horizontal plane was placed at the distance of 300mm from the normal to the motion path in order to measure cavity deformations in the horizontal plane.
Dependences for experimental data processing and analysis
One of the basic properties of flow with free boundaries is the relative independence of expansion behavior of a cavity cross-section in the motionless liquid from the expansion behavior of its neighboring cross-sections, which was coined as "cavity expansion independence principle" [1] . The shape of the cavity front part is practically independent of the processes occurring in the planing zone. This allows to derive the cavity shape in its front part, which is not perturbed by the planing motion, and thus to assess the adjusted cavitator number a  , which corresponds to the infinite flow. It seems to be more accurate to apply the adjusted cavitator number a  , which controls the cavity shape in the infinite flow and is somewhat bigger than the cavitation number 2 c
, which is calculated from the measured value of pressure in the cavity c P . Noteworthy is that placement of a planing body into a ventilated cavity at certain cavitation number results in the cavity shape variation due to (i) planing motion, as well as to (ii) cavitation number variation induced by changes of gas loss and accordingly the pressure in cavity. If the deformation in the cavity shape and cavitation number caused by a planing hull is assessed, one can calculate the cavity shape variation induced by the planing process only. For the cavity shape diagnostics via its front part, a system of elementary equations Eq.(1a-1b) for the shape of slender axisymmetric cavity [9, 10] 
The solution (1c) is refined by adding term 
At the second stage of works, more exact estimates of the adjusted cavitation number in the cavity front part are made via equation (1a) at the beginning of calculation from cavity section at the distance x 3 = from flow separation section and correspondently corrected value of factor  . Substantial is also an additional account of not circular deformation of the cavity sections at too small relative distance to the free border. The change of gas pressures along cavity due to presence of models in a cavity does not excel 1%. Maximal area sizes of cavity sections at planing and without planing on condition of identical pressure in a cavity should be approximately equal. Processing of data of experiment finds out some increase of maximal area of cavity sections at an planing as compared to a cavity without planing. It can be explained by reduction of size of circulation under the action of planing in the back part of cavity and, accordingly, change of conditions of gas loss in the back part of cavity. .Small increase of lateral sizes of cavity sections without planing explained by influence of very near free border. At the small numbers of Froude and presence of vortical cords also there is a substantial increase of cross runners of cavity after middle of cavity. Under conditional length of cavity in this case it is possible to count the section of split of surface of cavity on 2 vortical cords at the approximately permanent size of such length. Thus the known dependence included Eq. 3a for cavity axis curvature begins to give the considerably overpriced values in the conditions of these experiments beginning approximately from the sections of x > 30. In reality, given the experimental data obtained, three key factors have also to be accounted for:
Experimental results: processing and analysis

Results
• Change of the relative flow velocity of cavity cross-sections of a rigid contour and cavity. This fact is proved by an essential deflection of the top contour of cavity (Figure 2a ). The account of this effect can essentially reduce the lift value, in comparison with calculation via dependences [3] .
• The motion of a cavity rigid section in the planing process induces the deformation of circular section of a cavity even at the invariable area of cavity section, which increases in the cross-sectional dimensions in a vertical plane, in contrast to the horizontal one. It can also essentially reduce the results of calculation, as compared to date [3] .
• The account of small drag in planing motion, which leads to an increase in the cavity radius also can some reduces the lift.
Conclusion
The analysis of experimental results: Figure 2 , reveals essential interaction between the cavity and planing surface. It can be used as a basis for elaboration of calculation techniques for lift and cavity shape within and behind the planing zone, which instrumental for the design and calculation of stabilizing and steering components.
